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Abstract
Scale model studies of the Shuttle orbiter arrestment system (SOAS)
were completed with a 1/27.5-scale model at the NASA Langley Research
Center. The purpose of these studies was to determine the proper
configuration for a net arrestment system to bring the orbiter to a safe
stop with minimal damage in the event of a runway overrun. Tests were
conducted for runway on-centerline and off-centerline engagements at
simulated speeds up to ,_100 knots (full scale). The results of these tests
defined the interaction of the net and the orbiter, the dynamics of off-
centerline engagements, and the maximum number of vertical net straps
that may become entangled with the nose gear. In addition to these tests,
a test program with a 1/8-scale model was conducted by the arrestment
system contractor, and the results are presented in the appendix.
Introduction
A number of abort landing sites (such as
Benguerir, Morocco; Banjul, The Gambia; and
MorSn and Zaragoza, Spain) are designated for use
by the Space Shuttle orbiter. However, landing ab-
normalities during aborts could lead to hazardous
overrun incidents on these runways. An orbiter over-
run has the potential of significantly damaging the
vehicle and resulting in crew injuries or fatalities.
Because of this potential, a net arrestment system
was suggested as a means of bringing the orbiter to
a safe stop with a minimum amount of damage in
the event of a runway overrun. Runway arrestment
systems are currently used on many military run-
ways to safely stop aircraft experiencing mechanical
failures. Some of these systems are described in ref-
erences 1 to 3. To develop an effective net arrestment
system for the orbiter, tests were conducted with a
1/27.5-scale model at the NASA Langley Research
Center.
This paper presents data from these tests and
analyzes these data with respect to the interaction
of the net and the orbiter. These tests were con-
ducted at simulated speeds up to _100 knots (full
scale) with five nets of different geometries. The ob-
jectives of the tests were (1) to determine the effect of
various net geometries on the net engagement of the
nose gear and main gear, (2) to determine whether or
not the top horizontal net bundle contacts the crew
cabin window, (3) to determine where the top hori-
zontal net bundle comes to rest on the payload bay
doors, (4) to evaluate underwing engagements, and
(5) to define the dynamics of off-centerline engage-
ments. The 1/27.5-scale tests were developmental in
nature. As the tests proceeded, changes were made
to improve arrestment characteristics; thus, tests of
the different net geometries are not always directly
comparable.
In addition to the Langley tests with a
1/27.5-scale model, a follow-on test program with
a 1/8-scale model was conducted by All American
Engineering Company (now Engineered Systems, a
Division of Daytron Incorporated) under NASA con-
tract NAS9-17774 for Johnson Space Center. The
purpose of the 1/8-scale tests was to solve some
potential problems remaining after the 1/27.5-scale
tests and to verify the system design at a larger
scale. The results of these tests are discussed in the
appendix.
Apparatus and Test Procedures
Model
Figure 1 shows the 1/27.5-scale model of the
Space Shuttle orbiter that was used in the Langley
tests. The model was geometrically scaled from an
early version of the orbiter. It was constructed orig-
inally for wind tunnel tests and was slightly over-
weight for normal Froude scaling (ref. 4). The mass,
inertia, and force parameters were scaled by the fac-
tors shown in table I so that the slightly overweight
model could be used for accurate dynamic testing.
Some model geometric and weight parameters are
given in table II along with their full scale and orbiter
values.
The model was made of fiberglass, and the land-
ing gear struts and drag braces were made of steel.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are photographs of the land-
ing gear. The nose and main gear tires used for the
model were solid-rubber hobby-model tires that were
sized to the proper scale to represent the orbiter tires.
To simulatethe strut failureloadin thedragdirec-
tion, thegearswerehingedin theforeandaft plane,
andtheywereheldby softwire selectedto stretch
at the properlyscaledforceto simulatethe failure
loadfor thegear.Thecopperdragwirefor themain
gearwassetto fail at 7.9lb (modelscale),andthe
nickeldragwirefor the nosegearwassetto fail at
4.6lb (modelscale).With adragforceappliedto the
mainor nosegearstrut at thewheelaxle,theseval-
uescorrespondedto gearfailureloadsof 100000lb
for themaingearand58000lb forthenosegear.A
failureindicationsystemfor thenosegearwasused
to determineif andwhenthenosegearfailedduring
arrestments.Thesystemconsistedof aswitchinside
themodelthat wasconnectedto thenosegearby a
thread(fig.2(a)). Thethreadwasusedto triggera
flashbulbmountedon thetail of themodelsothat
thetimcofthenosegearfailurecouldbedetermined
from film coverage. The nose gear was designed to
be either free castoring or fixed to simulate when the
nose gear steering was disengaged or engaged. Black
tape was used to mark the payload bay doors and
the crew cabin windows to determine where the top
net bundle came to rest and whether it contacted the
pilot's windscreen.
A teflon guide was attached to the model behind
the nose gear (fig. 2(a)) to guide the model on a
launch rail, which is shown in figure 3. Deflectors
were used on thc nose gear and between the teflon
guide and pulley (fig. 2(a)) to prevent strands of the
net elements from catching on these launch devices
instead of sliding rearward ovcr the fuselage to en-
velop the wing. These deflectors were test artifacts
and were not considered to have an adverse affect on
full-scale orbiter net envelopment.
Launch Mechanism
Figure 4 is a plan view of the general arrangement
of the 1/27.5-scale test setup, and figure 5 is a sketch
of the launch mechanism for the tests, launch rails
were fastened to a plywood runway surface. A cross
section of this rail system is also shown in figure 5.
Two sheaves were mounted at the exit end of the
rails, behind the model in the prelaunch position,
as well as _30 ft above the floor. A single sheave or
pulley was mounted under the model fuselage behind
the nose gear. A mass was attached to the ends of
a single cable that was routed through the sheave
system and around the model pulley. (See fig. 5.)
The model was held by a trigger pin. Upon release
of the trigger pin, the mass would fall accelerating
the model along the rail to the desired speed that
was measured by a speed trap, which is shown in
figure 3. Speed was varied by adjusting the mass
and the mass drop height.
Arrestment System
An early version of the arrestment system is
shown in figures 6 and 7. The system consisted of
a net to ensnare the vehicle, net supports and stan-
chions to hold the net up, breakaways to release the
net from its supports, and energy absorbers to bring
the vehicle to rest. As "the vehicle moved from right
to left along the runway, the nose penetrated the net
ifig. 6). The objective was to get the nose of the or-
biter through the net so that the net enveloped the
wing of the vehicle before the breakaways allowed
the net to fall from its supports. The ends of the up-
per and lower horizontal bundles on each side of the
runway were fastened to heavy chains. As the vehi-
cle pulled the net along the runway, the chain links
accelerated, one at a time, to the speed of the vehi-
cle and thus produced a semicontrolled deceleration
force time history.
Net
A multiple-element net consisting of individual
elements with upper and lower horizontal members
connected by vertical members was used for the tests
(fig. 8). Groups of elements were bundled together
to form the entire net assembly with each element
acting independently to apply force on the arrested
vehicle and at the same time minimizing damage to
the vehicle by minimizing localized loading.
A 30-element net was used for the first three net
configurations tested. Nylon cording with a diameter
of 0.04 in. was used to construct each net. (See fig. 7.)
This nylon cord was overstrength compared with one
needed for the full-scale orbiter; thus, scale-strength
vertical members were used in a 6-in-center portion
of the net to determine whether vertical net members
would fail or whether they would cause the nose gear
to fail. For nets 1 to 3, the scale-strength vertical
members were made of cotton thread that broke at
_1.5 lb, which was actually three times the force
desired for correct scale strength. The cotton thread,
however, did not stretch significantly before it broke
at 1.5 lb, whereas the actual orbiter net is made of
nylon that stretches _25 percent before it breaks.
The cotton, therefore, was considered to break at
approximately the same time as scale-strength nylon
would in a dynamic arrestment. Cotton thread was
not the best net material to be used for the scale-
strength vertical elements. However, not stretching
significantly and breaking at a higher force were
considered to be off-setting characteristics. Thus, the
overall net dynamics were considered to be adequate.
Thehorizontalmemberswere_12ft long. Fig-
ure9 showsthe netwindowgeometryfor the first
threenetstested.Lengthandhorizontalspacingof
theverticalmembersvariedforthethreedifferentnet
configurations.Theverticalmembersweredouble
knottedto thehorizontalmembersandthensealed
with superglue.Thesix groupsof fiveelementsin
the30-elementnetwerepaintedyellow,red,orange,
green,blue,andblackto betterdistinguishthevar-
iousnet elements.Nets1 to 3 weresupportedwith
stanchions(fig. 6) andthe upperhorizontalbundle
wasattachedto breakaways(fig.7) with a breaking
forceof 0.5lb (modelscale).Thenetswereinstalled
on therunwayin anL-shapedconfiguration(fig.10)
with a portionof the verticalmemberlying on the
runwayto allowthenosegearto clearthelowerhor-
izontalbundlebeforeverticalmemberscatchingon
the orbiternosepulledthelowerhorizontalbundle
up. Figure11illustratestheL-shapedconfiguration
in the net. ThephotographshowstheSpaceShut-
tle Enterprise and a full-size section of nylon net.
The Enterprise was used for a full-size pull-through
test to determine whether the net window opening
was satisfactory and to determine, at least statically,
how the lower horizontal bundle would behave when
vertical net members caught on the orbiter nose or
nose gear.
The three different vertical strap lengths for nets 1
to 3 were used to determine the reasonable offset
distance for the bottom horizontal bundle to prevent
it from catching the nose gear. The theory was
that up to three vertical members could catch on
the nose gear during arrestment and that they would
not generate enough force to break the nose gear. If,
however, the center of the nose contacted a vertical
member, the nose could lift a number of the lower
horizontal members up above the nose gear tire, and
the resulting force would cause the nose gear to fail
for other than slow speed arrestments. Figure 10
gives the offset distance for the bottom bundle and
other geometric data for nets 1 to 3. Figure 10 also
shows the lower horizontal bundle in front of the nose
gear tires for net 3 when a vertical net member is
caught on the stagnation point of the orbiter nose.
This configuration was tested to determine if in a
dynamic roll into the net, the lower bundle would
actually be lifted up in front of the nose gear tire.
For these tests, the elevation of the top horizontal
bundle was _10.9 in. model scale (25 ft full scale).
(See fig. 10.)
Nets 4 and 5 were constructed with the net ge-
ometry proposed by All American Engineering Com-
pany (AAE) and shown in figure 12. These nets
had a total of 36 elements divided into six differ-
ent groups of elements (A to F) with six elements
in each group. There were two different net window
widths (W and W1) for the elements in each group.
The window widths were the same for groups A
and F, B and E, and C and D; however, the lo-
cation of the first vertical member from the end of
each element was offset so that no two vertical mem-
bers were in the same lateral position when all ele-
ments were assembled together to form a single net.
Net 4, shown in figure 13, was constructed of nylon
parachute cord and net 5, shown in figure 14, was
constructed of scale-strength nylon thread that had
a breaking strength of 0.5 lb model scale (6000 lb full
scale). The same construction technique for the pre-
vious nets was used and the groups of elements were
also painted. Nets 4 and 5 were supported in a similar
manner as the previous nets; that is, stanchions were
used for upper bundle supports with breakaways. For
some runs, net 4 was supported by attaching the up-
per horizontal bundle to delayed tearaways, shown in
figure 15, in an attempt to keep the upper horizon-
tal bundle from falling before the net enveloped the
wing of the vehicle. The delayed tearaway consisted
of a short length of nylon parachute cord passed over
an eye and behind a block of wood with just enough
pressure on the cord to allow it to be pulled through
the block with the proper amount of tension. When
all the short nylon cord exited the block, the up-
per horizontal bundle was allowed to fall. Pertinent
parameters of the 1/27.5-scale and full-scale nets are
presented in table III.
Energy Absorbers
The full-scale arrestment system uses a water
turbine system (ref. 5) as the energy absorber system.
This type of system is difficult to model at the
1/27.5 scale, so an anchor chain arrestment system
similar to one used by the Air Force in the past was
used. (See fig. 16.) The arrestment system for nets 1
to 3 (runs 1 to 43) is shown in figures 3, 6, and 16(a).
The ends of both the upper and lower horizontal net
bundles on one side of the runway were connected
to a heavy chain, which was sized to simulate an
appropriate stopping force profile for a water turbine.
The stopping force buildup occurs when the net,
caught on the model, begins to accelerate each link of
chain, one at a time, to the speed of the model. Part
of the stopping force is also due to the sliding friction
of the moving chain links on the runway surface.
During the early testing (runs 1 to 39), a single
weight chain was used as the energy absorber. As the
arresting force became better defined, a graduated
chain consisting of a length of small light chain
followed by medium and then large heavy lengths
wasusedto morecloselymodeltheproperarresting
forcetime history. Figure 16(b)is a sketchand
figure17is a photographof this chain. Whenthe
graduatedchainwasusedwith nets4 and5, a long
nyloncordwasattachedto thenet, thenthechord
waswrappedaroundasheaveandalongtherunway
andattachedto thelight endof thechain,asshown
in figures16(b),17,and18.
Forthelast 1/27.5-scalet sts(runs57to 59),the
sheavesweremovedupstreamfromthenet (figs.15
and 16(c))to changethe forceangleas the net
envelopedthe model.Movingthesheavesolvedthe
problemof underwingengagementshat occurred
occasionallywhenthetop horizontalbundlecrossed
thetop of thefuselagebut thenfell downunderthe
wing. For runs57to 59, the sheaveswerelocated
87in. (200ft full scale)upstreamand87in. (200ft
full scale)fromtherunwaycenterline.
Runway
The 80-ft-long runway was made of 0.75-in-thick
plywood that was stacked two sheets high and se-
cured to the concrete floor. The distance from the
net to the rollout end of the plywood runway was
41 ff 6 in. The spacing between the plywood sheet
edges was filled with dental plaster and then sanded
to provide a smooth surface. The width of the ply-
wood runway was 12 ft, but tape was placed on the
plywood (figs. 3 and 4) to mark the runway width
of 5.45 ft, which represented a 150-ft-wide runway
(full scale). One of the four transatlantic abort site
runways is 150 ft wide and the others are 200 ft
wide. A 0.25-in. groove was cut into the plywood
along the net line to recess the bottom horizontal
bundle of the net during a run when desired. This
groove was cut to prevent the scale-strength member
of the 1/27.5-scale model nose gear from breaking
due to the lack of adequate shock absorption of the
model nose gear tires. Recessing the bottom horizon-
tal bundle is also discussed in the section "Results
and Discussion."
Instrumentation and Photographic
Coverage
The tests were recorded with one panning video
camera for quick-look purposes and four 16-mm cam-
eras located at various positions to obtain film cover-
age for each test from different angles. Photographs
were taken of the model after each test. The speed of
the model was recorded by two miniature magnetic
pick ups located 1 ft apart and mounted at the end of
the catapult section of the runway. (See fig. 3.) Load
cells, shown in figure 18, were used to measure the
arresting load on each side of the net for only nets 4
and 5. No loads were measured for nets 1, 2, and 3.
Test Procedure
The 1/27.5-scale model was launched into the
arresting system at three different net engagement
speeds: 3.8, 11.4, and 19.1 knots (20, 60, and
100 knots full scale). Prelaunch preparations in-
cluded hanging the net, checking its height and lat-
eral position, and repositioning the energy absorber
system. The model was then prepared, loaded into
the launch system, and locked into place. After each
run, the following information was recorded: model
runout distance, model speed at net engagement, off-
set of nose gear from centerline, position of top bun-
dle over payload bay doors, net entanglement of main
and nose gears, whether nose or main gear failure oc-
curred, number of net members broken, and for some
runs, arresting system force. Still pictures and close-
up videos were taken of the model after arrestment.
Most runs were conducted with the model engaging
the center of the net system to simulate a runway
centerline engagement. Figure 19 is a sketch of the
runway and net geometry. Nets 1, 2, and 3 were
also used to test off-centerline engagements, and the
dashed lines in figure 19 show the location of the net
for these engagements. The only off-centerline en-
gagement location tested was the extreme case where
the vehicle was at the edge of the runway.
Results and Discussion
The data presented in this report are limited to
the accuracy of the modeling of the parameters in
the test hardware and technique. The scalerelation-
ships, although not pure Froude scaling, are accu-
rate for this test. The arrestment forces, however,
were not modeled precisely for the entire rollout and
were changed during the test program to better, but
still not completely, model the time history of the
full-size force. For this reason, runout distance and
lateral displacement values were not completely accu-
rate, but they are considered adequate. Forces dur-
ing the early portion of the test (net engagement)
were considered to be adequately modeled so that
net envelopment of the model represented full-scale
dynamics. Also, items such as pneumatic tires and
net member strength were not correctly modeled, but
for some runs net strength was closer to the cor-
rect model values. In spite of these less than pure
modeling techniques, the overall results of these tests
were considered adequate to determine most of the
problems that may be encountered on the full-scale
orbiter arrestment. In addition, solutions to these
problems would be satisfactory full-size solutions.
Net 1
The results of all 1/27.5-scale tests with net 1 are
presented in table IV. Tests for net 1 included 10 on-
centerline engagements and 3 off-centerline engage-
ments at average speeds of 20, 60, and 95 knots (full
scale). The average rollout distances for these speeds
were 190, 517, and 761 ft (full scale), respectively.
Early in the test program, the simulated scale-
strength nose gear would frequently fail when it
crossed the lower horizontal bundle of net members,
but when the horizontal bundle was recessed in the
runway, no gear failure occurred. The fact that the
scale-strength nose gear on the 1/27.5-scale model
sometimes broke when it hit the horizontal bundle
raised a question as to what the loads would be with
the full-size orbiter pneumatic tire running over a
full-size horizontal bundle. To answer this question,
a brief full-size test was conducted at the Langley
Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility (ref. 6) in which
a fully loaded shuttle nose tire was run at 100 knots
across a bunched (not spread out) bundle of nylon
straps that was the size of the lower horizontal bun-
dle. The maximum measured vertical and drag forces
were 31 000 Ib and 6000 lb, respectively, for a nomi-
nal vertical load on the tire of 19 000 lb. The loads
on the nose gear (with two tires) would be 62 000 lb
vertical and 12 000 lb drag. The maximum nose
gear capability was considered to be _71 600 vertical
and _57 700 lb drag; thus, the measured forces of a
loaded orbiter nose tire running over the horizontal
bundle were not high enough to cause failure of the
nose landing gear.
The solid rubber tires used in the model tests did
not absorb the shock of hitting the bundle of net
members like the actual orbiter inflated tires and thus
did not properly respond to this bump input force.
To conduct tests to determine whether vertical net
members caught on the nose gear could cause nose
gear failure, a groove was cut in the runway (fig. 20)
to recess the lower horizontal bundle until the nose
gear passed over it. The vertical net members were
still exposed to being caught on the nose gear. As
the net enveloped the model, the lower bundle was
pulled out of the groove. For net 1, the nose gear did
not fail during this test procedure.
For the on-centerline 20-knot (full scale) engage-
ments, after nose gear penetration, the upper hor-
izontal net bundle stopped moving rearward when
it reached the area of the windscreen, as shown in
figure 21. The rollout was short and the forces,
although not measured, were obviously light.
For the on-centerline 60-knot (full scale) engage-
ments, three of four arrestments resulted in net ele-
merits entangled around one or both main gear axles,
as shown in figure 22. When entanglement was se-
vere, binding of the main gear tires occurred; this
binding caused the tires to slide, as indicated in fig-
ure 22 by the dark skid marks on the plywood runway
surface. For tests with net 1, net member entangle-
ment about one or more main gear tires was frequent
and had the effect of applying brakes, which at times
caused the vehicle to steer left or right and also af-
fected the rollout distances and lateral displacements
measured at the end of the rollout. Entanglement
of the main gear was considered to be undesirable,
but it was not known whether its occurrence resulted
from the small size of the 1/27.5-scale model or the
fact that most of the net members were overstrength
and did not break. In general, the net spread out over
the wing and loaded the wing fairly evenly along the
leading edge. The top horizontal net bundle came to
rest close to the joint between the third and fourth
cargo bay doors, as shown in figure 23.
The simulated main landing gear doors are shown
in figure 21. An attempt was made to hold these
doors on with scale-strength fasteners, but the mech-
anism was not adequately scaled. Frequently the net
pulled the doors off the model, as shown in figure 22.
On rare occasions, the main gear hit the landing gear
doors that were now laying on the runway. This im-
pact affected the rollout of the model and in some
cases, failure of the scale-strength main gear strut oc-
curred. These tests with net 1 indicate that the nose
and main gear doors will almost certainly be dam-
aged or torn from the vehicle except for low-speed
engagements.
Four on-centerline engagements occurred at
_95 knots (full scale) with net 1. For two of the runs,
a mild entanglement occurred on the right main gear
and for one of these, the model moved to the right
edge of the simulated 150-ft-wide (full scale) runway,
as shown in figure 24. The top horizontal net bun-
dle came to rest in the center of the fourth cargo
bay door. The 6-in. (model scale) center of net 1
had 16 scale-strength vertical net members. For most
arrestments, several of these members were broken;
thus, in a full-scale arrestment, some net member
breakage is possible. Table IV lists the number of
scale-strength vertical members broken on each run.
For all on-centerline tests, the model was successfully
arrested. In general, the net slipped easily over the
nose and fuselage and enveloped the wing. Less en-
tanglement of net elements seemed to occur around
the main gear for the 95-knot (full scale) arrestments
compared with the 60-knot (full scale) axrestments.
For all runs with net 1, the nose gear was locked (not
free to castor) in a forward yaw angle position of 0 °.
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Off-centerlinengagementswereconductedat ap-
proximately20, 60, and 95 knots (full scale)to
determinehowthenet envelopedthevehicleandto
determinethe rolloutbehaviorif the vehiclewasat
the edgeof the runwaywhennet engagementoc-
curred.Figure3isaphotographoftheapparatuset
upfor anoff-centerlinengagement.Thenetwaslat-
erallyoffsetsothat themodelengagedtheendofthe
net simulatinga vehiclewith its right maingearat
therunway'sedgeat thepointof engagement.Past
arrestingsystemsfor aircraftequippedwith a tail
hookindicatedthat whenvehicleengagementwas
off center,thevehicletendedto bebroughtbackto-
wardtherunwaycenterlineduringarrestedrollout.
Thesetestswereconductedto determinewhethera
net arrestmentsystemwouldalsobringthe vehicle
backtowardtherunwaycenterline.With themodel
in figure3consideredto beat theright runwayedge,
anylateralmovementto the right wouldmeanthe
modelwouldbeoffthehardsurfacerunway.Because
onlythe6-in.(modelscale)centerofthetestnethad
scale-strengthverticalmembers,anareaneartheend
ofthenetwasheldopenfor vehiclenosepenetration.
Thus,nonetentanglementoccurredonthenosegear
to affecttherolloutbehavior.Theobjectof theoff-
centerlinengagementswasto determinewhetherthe
vehiclewouldstayon therunwayor gooff theside.
Thenet washeldopento precludenosegearentan-
glementor nosegearfailurefrom raisingquestions
aboutwhetheror not thevehiclewouldstayon the
runway.
In spiteoftheopeningin thenetfor vehiclenose
penetration,averticalnetmemberwascaughtonthe
nosegearaxlefor the slow-speedengagement.For
the 60-knot(full scale)engagementspeed,the vehi-
cleveeredto theright (shortsideoftherunway)and
off therunwayedge,asshownin figure25. Forthis
run,netentanglementoccurredaroundtheleft main
gearaxlewhichwassufficientto slidethe inboard
tire. Normallyfor acenterlinengagement,thevehi-
clewouldveerto thesideoftheentangledgear,but
duringthisrunthearrestmentforcescausedthevehi-
cletomoveto theright,offtherunway,inspiteofleft
gearbrakingdueto entanglement.For95-knot(full
scale)engagements,nonetentanglementoccurredon
the nose or main gear. The vehicle veered to the right
and because of the longer run out, moved even farther
off the right side of the runway, as shown in figure 26.
The nose gear moved laterally 173 ft (full scale) from
its initial runway track before net engagement.
Net 2
Results of the tests with net 2 are presented in
table V. Net 2 had nine on-centerline engagements
and three off-centerline engagements at average en-
gagement speeds of 22, 61, and 94 knots (full scale).
The runout distances for these speeds averaged 236,
520, and 697 ft (full scale), respectively.
For on-centerline engagement speeds of _22 knots
(full scale) with net 2, the arrestment behavior of
the net and model were similar to that of net 1.
However, for the net 2 geometry, the main landing
gear had a tendency to roll over the lower horizontal
bundle. Figure 27 shows that most of the lower
horizontal bundle fell aft of the left main gear and
some entanglement occurred on both main gears.
(See run 14 in table V.) For run 15 (table V) the
right main gear failed, but the failure was due to a
landing gear door falling in front of the gear. This
failure occurred late in the rollout and thus does not
invalidate the early portion of the arrestment. After
the landing gear door failed, the remainder of the
rollout was considered invalid.
For three of the four tests at _60-knot (full scale)
engagement speed, a failure occurred in the main
landing gear, as shown in figure 28. After the right
main gear failed on run 17 (table V), the nose gear
also failed. For high-speed engagements (94 knots
full scale), one test was successful, but the other
test resulted in a failure of both main gear struts.
As indicated in table V, some scale-strength vertical
net members were broken on seven of nine centerline
engagements. In addition, the top horizontal bundle
came to rest on the area of the third or fourth payload
bay doors and sometimes spread over both doors.
Off-centerline engagements with net 2 resulted in
the model departing the runway edge at speeds of 59
and 92 knots (full scale), and in two of the three tests,
both main gear struts indicated failure.
In general, net 2 gave less desirable arrestments
than net 1. Vehicle dynamics were about the same for
both nets, but more arrestments caused gear failure
with net 2. The net 2 geometry had longer vertical
members and caused greater loads and more failures
of the main gear than net 1. In general, net 2 also
had more lower horizontal bundle members run over
by the main gear.
Net 3
A total of 14 runs with net 3 were performed;
these runs included 10 on-centerline engagements and
4 off-centerline engagements. The average speeds
were 59 and 96 knots (full scale) with average runout
distances of 498 and 747 ft (full scale), respectively.
The test data for net 3 are presented in table VI.
Three of five runs at _59 knots (full scale) re-
sulted in failure of the main gear, and two runs also
resultedin nosegearfailure. Twoof therunswith
maingearfailuresalsohadentangledmaingear,but
onerun with maingearfailurewascompletelyfree
of entanglement.(Seefig. 29.)Figure30is a photo-
graphofthenetafterasuccessfularrestmentwithno
entanglement.For mostof the engagementspeeds
of _59knots (full scale),10or moreof the scale-
strengthverticalnetmemberswerebroken,andfor
sometests,severaloverstrengthverticalnetelements
werealsobroken(tableVI). In general,netenvelop-
mentof the vehicleandrollout behaviorweresim-
ilar to that of net 1 exceptnet 3 had morebro-
kenmain gearand moreoverstrengthverticalnet
elementsbreak.
In general,net 3 arrestmentsat _96knots(full
scale)weresimilar to nets1 and2. Landinggear
failuresoccurredontwooffiveruns,but theyonlyoc-
curredwhenthenetwasentangledin themaingear.
Presumably,if entanglementcouldbepreventedfor
anoptimum-sizednet-openinggeometry,thengear
failureswouldnot occur.
Foroff-centerlinengagementswithnet3,all runs
trackedto theright,whichmeanttheywouldbeoff
the sideof the runway. Neitherthe mainnor the
nosegearfailedfor off-centerlinearrestmentswith
net 3. For run 39 (table VI), the modelinitially
turnedto the right afterengagingthenet but then
pulledbackto theleft probablyasaresultof thenet
entanglementof the left maingear. For runswith
net3,thetop horizontalbundlecameto restonthe
third or fourthcargobaydoors.
In general,of the first threenets,net 1 is the
geometryof choicebecauseit resultedin no land-
ing gearfailures,whereasnets 2 and 3 eachhad
severalgearfailuresfor on-centerlinengagements.
Foroff-centerlinengagements,all threenetscaused
themodelto departthe sideof therunwayif it en-
gagedthe net at the edgeof therunwaywith nose
gearfixedstraightaheadandnodifferentialbraking.
Thesetestsshowedthat for slowspeedsa runway
edgearrestmentcouldbemadewitha rapidsteering
maneuverbacktowardthe runwaycenterlineupon
netengagement.However,if thepilot hasadequate
steeringcontrol,it shouldbeusedearlierin theroll-
out sothat the vehiclewouldnotbeat the runway
edgewhenit engagesthenet.If arunwayedgearrest-
mentisinevitable,thennets1,2,and3will certainly
stopthevehicle.
Net 4
To determine how many vertical members may
be caught on the nose gear as it passes through the
net, 31 push-through tests were conducted with the
1/27.5-scale 36-element net configuration proposed
by AAE. A push-through test consisted of pushing
the nose of the model into the net by hand. Fig-
ures 31(a) and 31(b) are photographs of a front and
side view of a typical push-through test. In the fig-
ures, one vertical net member was caught between
the nose gear tires. In a dynamic high-speed arrest-
ment, this member would either be rolled under the
nose gear tire or it would break. The nose gear was
determined to be able to structurally withstand hav-
ing up to three vertical members caught on it. Slow-
speed push-through tests were thought to result in
more vertical elements being caught than would oc-
cur in a dynamic arrestment. Thus, if no more than
three elements were caught in these tests, then ar-
restment without nose gear failure was considered a
likely result. Although not shown in figure 31, small
nose gear doors were used in some push-through tests
to determine the likelihood of members being caught
on the nose gear doors. An attempt was made to
mount the doors so that they would come off at the
scaled breaking force. The full-scale force was 430 lb
and the model scale force was 0.5 oz. The model-
ing of the nose gear door breakaway forces was not
considered adequate. In some cases, the nose gear
was fixed straight ahead; in other cases, it was free
to swivel as the model was pushed into the net.
Table VII presents the results from the push-
through tests. For the first 21 runs, the nose gear
was free swiveling. Seven of the these runs resulted
in one or two vertical members being caught on
the model nose at the stagnation point. One or
two vertical members were caught between the nose
gear tires during 9 of the 21 runs, and 1 vertical
member was caught on the nose gear strut in 1 of
these runs. Vertical net members were not caught on
the stagnation point or the nose landing gear system
during eight runs.
The nose gear was locked straight ahead (not free
swiveling) for the next set of 10 runs. One vertical
member was caught on the model nose stagnation
point for one run, and during three other runs, one
vertical member was caught between the nose gear
tires. For seven runs, vertical net members were
not caught on the stagnation point or the nose gear
system.
Table VIII gives the data for the catapult tests
with net 4. Runs 40 to 56 had average speeds
of 62 and 98 knots (full scale) with average runout
distances of 598 and 884 ft, respectively. These
runs were made to determine the number of vertical
members that caught on the nose gear, the initial
loading of the energy absorber system on the model,
T
andthedistributionofthetopbundleonthepayload
baydoors.
Net4wasmodeledcloseto thefinalnetconfigu-
rationchosenfor useat someShuttlelandingsites,
but unlikethefirstthreenets,it did nothaveascale-
strengthsectionfor themodelnoseto passthrough;
that is, all the net wasoverstrength.Longlengths
of nylonparachutecordwereusedto attachthenet
to a graduatedchain. Thisparachutecordpassed
througha stationarysheavesothat the loadappli-
cationpoint(thesheave)wouldnotvarythroughout
the arrestment.(Seefigs.16(b),17,and 18.) For
testswith net 4, the nose gear strut was modified to
exceed scale-strength requirements so that it would
not break when vertical net elements caught on it.
The nose gear was also fixed straight ahead. For
the first 17 runs with net 4, the breakaways holding
the net before engagement were not scaled. One of
the prime objectives of these tests was to determine
the number of vertical members caught on the model
nose gear, and these data are given in table VIII. A
net member was caught on the nose gear for 9 of the
first 17 runs. Because the net members were over-
strength, they did not break; thus, the net stayed at
the front of the model (fig. 32) and did not envelop
the wing. Although this type of arrestment would
not occur normally (a scale-strength element would
break), the model was still arrested with no unusual
characteristics or failures. Only 4 of the first 17 runs
resulted in a main gear failure. These failures could
be partly due to the fact that the net forces acted
only through the nose gear for 9 of the first 17 runs.
The deviation from the launch centerline during the
arrestment rollout (table VIII) is affected by the nose
gear being fixed.
The maximum number of vertical net members
caught on the nose gear was three, which was the
maximum number allowed to keep from causing the
nose gear to fail. When vertical members did not
catch on the nose gear, the top horizontal net bundle
generally spread over the third payload bay door, as
shown in figure 33.
One concern was that the top horizontal net bun-
dle could fall below the wing rather than envelop the
wing at the slower engagement speeds, especially dur-
ing off-centerline engagements. Figure 34 is a photo-
graph of an underwing engagement. One attempt
to alleviate this problem was to move the sheaves
upstream and at the same time, use extended tear-
aways. The upstream sheave location is shown in
figures 15 and 16(c). This modification moved the
angle of the retarding force toward the rear of the
model. The extended (or delayed) tearaway (fig. 15)
was used to hold the top net bundle up until the net
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had time to envelop the wing. The delayed tearaway
was crudely modeled with a parachute cord passed
through a groove in a wooden block. The tightness
of the grooved block to its base was varied to pro-
duce the desired friction on the parachute cord for
the tearaway force, and the length of cord was varied
to control the amount of time needed to hold the net
up until wing envelopment was assured. Data from
runs 57 through 59, which used this revised config-
uration, are given in table VIII. Arrestments for the
two 60-knot (full scale) tests (runs 58 and 59) re-
sulted in the top horizontal bundle staying above the
wing with good net envelopment of the model. (See
fig. 35.) For the slow-speed engagement (run 57), the
net fell in front ofth e wing in spite of the extended
tearaways. However, the extended tearaways and the
movement of the sheave upstream resulted in better
net envelopment of the vehicle than the earlier net
set up.
Arrestment forces were measured for nets 4 and 5
with a force transducer (load cell), which is shown
in figure 18 mounted between the net and the ny-
lon cord that Was attached to the graduated chain.
Figures 36(a) and 36(b) show typical traces of the ar-
restment forces acting on the model and theoretical
arrestment forces from a computer program of the
water twister arrestment system proposed for use
on the Space Shuttle orbiter. The arrestment
forces are presented for engagement speeds of _12
and -_20 knots (_60 and _100 knots full scale). The
measured arrestment loads obtained at both speeds
during the initial portion of the arrestment were sim-
ilar to the theoretical forces. Thus, the energy ab-
sorber system (graduated chains attached to the net
by a long nylon cord and sheave system) adequately
modeled the initial portion of the performance curve
of the expected performance for the full-scale arrest-
ment system. The initial portion of the arrestment
is important because during this time the net en-
velops the vehicle. Although no scale-strength ver-
tical members were used with net 4, it was consid-
ered to exhibit essentially the same good qualities as
net 1. Four runs occurred during which one or both
main gears failed and this appeared to be a potential
problem that must be solved.
Net 5
Net 5 was constructed of fine nylon thread with
elongation characteristics similar to the proposed
full-scale nylon net. Figure 14 is a photograph of
net 5, and figure 16(b) is a sketch of the energy ab-
sorber system for net 5. The primary purpose of the
single test conducted with this net was to determine
the likelihood of a zipper effect that might allow the
modelto passthroughthenetwithoutstopping.The
ideaof the zippereffectwasthat a fewverticalnet
memberswouldoverloadandbreakandthusallow
theloadto bepickedupbyothermembers,whichin
turn wouldoverloadandbreakand soonuntil the
vehiclebrokethroughthe net and continueddown
therunwayunarrested.Onlyonetestwasconducted
withnet5 andthat testwasconductedat a speedof
19.7knots(103knotsfull scale).Themodelwasstill
slowlymovingafter a 40-ftroll distance;a backup
arrestingsystemkept it from hitting theendof the
building. No zippereffectoccurredandonly two
verticalandonehorizontalnet memberswerebro-
ken (substantiallyfewerbreaksthan for netswith
thescale-strengthcottonnetmembers).This lower
numberof breakswasattributedto significantelon-
gationwith the nyloninsteadof the cotton,which
had little elongation.Figures37(a)and 37(b)are
photographsof the scale-strengthnylonnet (net5)
afterarrestment.Figure37(a)showsthenetpattern
on top of the right wingand acrossthe cargobay
doors,andfigure37(b)showsthenetpatternunder
the model.The netwasdisturbedonly slightlyby
pivotingthemodelnoseup to takethephotographin
figure37(b).Thevehicledeviationfromtherunway
centerlinewasonly 13.8ft (full scale).Onehorizon-
tal netmemberwrappedaroundtherightmaingear
axleandthreeverticalelementswereunderthe left
maingearaxle.Neithernoseor maingearfailedand
thetop horizontalbundlecameto reston the:third
cargobaydoor.
Conclusions
Scalemodelstudiesof theShuttleorbiterarrest-
mentsystem(SOAS)havebeencompleted.The
systemwastestedwith a 1/27.5-scalemodelat the
NASA LangleyResearchCenter. The following
conclusionsweremadefromthemodelstudies.
1. For all nets tested,the 1/27.5-scalemodelwas
caughtandarrestedduringeverytestrun.
2. Thebestresultswereobtainedwhenthe vehicle
engagedthenetonorneartherunwaycenterline.
Forengagementsat theedgeofa200-ft-widerun-
way(88ft fromrunwaycenterline),thepossibility
ishighthat thevehiclewill departthesideofthe
runwayduringrolloutwith thepossiblexception
of a quicksteeringinput backtowardthe run-
waycenterlineat initial engagementwith thenet.
If the pilot canmakesuccessfulsteeringinputs,
steeringearlierin therolloutsothat engagement
is nearthe runwaycenterlinewouldbe best. If
steeringis not possibleand inadequatebraking
hasallowedthevehicleto reachthe net, thena
netarrestmentsystemwouldstopthevehicle.
3. The net arrestmentsystemshouldbe consid-
eredfor useonlyin landingabnormalitiesduring
aborts,andeveryeffortshouldbe madeto stop
beforereachingthenet. At leastsomedamageto
theorbitercanbeexpectedfor anyengagement
evenif the damageis only to the noseor main
geardoors.
4. Thetophorizontalnetbundleofnylonmembersi
likelyto contactheorbiterwindshield.Forslow-
speedarrestments,the top bundlemaystayon
thewindshieldandnotenveloptheorbiterwing,
but thiseventposesnoknownstructuralproblem.
5. Forall testswithall fivenetconfigurations,three
verticalnetelementswerethemostevercaughton
thenosegearduringanarrestment.Furthermore,
separateanalyseshaveshownthat threevertical
elementswill notcausenosegearfailure.
6. Of the nets testedin this investigation,nets1
and 4 had the bestoverallcharacteristics.Al-
thoughnotprovenby thesetests,net4 appeared
to havea better designto distributethe loads
moreevenlyovertheorbiter.
7. The problemwith the top bundlegoingunder
thewingforsometestswasalleviatedby moving
the forcevectoringsheavesand usingextended
tearawaystrapsto holdthenetuplongerto allow
full netenvelopmentbeforecompletereleasefrom
thenetsupports.
NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23681-0001
September16,1993
TableI. ScalingFactorsfor 1/27.5-ScaleModel
[A= 1/27.5]
Definition
Length
Acceleration
Mass
Area
Volume
Force
Weight
Velocity
Time
Inertia
Symbol
L
a
m
A
V
F
W
V
t
I
Scaling factor
AL
la
A2.85m
A2A
),3V
A2.85F
A2.85w
A4.85I
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TableII. PertinentParametersfor ModelScale,FullScale,andOrbiter
Mass,slugs
Mass,Ibm
Body:
Parameter
1/27.5-scale
value
0.71
21.25
Length,in.................
Wingspan,in...............
Tail height,in...............
Centerof gravity:
Height,in. (fromrunway) ........
Distancefromnose,in..........
Yawmomentof inertia,slugs-ft2 ......
Noselandinggear:
Distancefromnose,in...........
Tire spacing(centerto center),in......
Tire diameter,in..............
Tire width,in...............
Mainlandinggear:
Distancefromnose,in...........
Gearspacing,in..............
Tire spacing(centerto center),in......
Tire diameter,in..............
Tire width,in...............
Dragloadat wheelaxleto fail maingear,lb
Dragloadat wheelaxleto fail nosegear,lb . .
52.25
34.10
24.60
6.35
30.75
0.8453
5.25
0.75
1.13
0.31
34.62
9.88
1.25
1.47
0.52
7.9
4.6
Full-scale
value
9036
268800
1437
938
676
175
846
8087000
144
20.6
31.1
8.5
952
272
34.4
40.4
14.3
100000
58000
Orbiter
value
8074
260000
1466
936
682
_-,197
_850
_8617000
154
22
31
8.7
947
272
36
44
16
100000
57700
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Table VII. 1/27.5-Scale Model Push-Through Tests With Net 4
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Number of vertical elements caught--
By model nose Between nose tires By nose strut By nose gear doors Nose gear doors broken off
Nose gear free swivelling; nose gear doors off
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Nose gear free swivelling; nose gear doors on
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
2
1
0
2
2
2
Left
Left
Left
Left
Nose
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
gear fixed straight ahead; nose gear
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
doors on
Left
Left
Left
Left
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(a) Nose landing gear.
L-88-6082
(b) Main landing gear.
Figure 2. Landing gear for 1/27.5-scale model.
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'wood runway
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edge markers
Chain arrester
=80 ft
(model scale)
Net
Speed trap
Launch rail
Plywood
Model
Figure 4. Plan view of 1/27.5-scale test setup.
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(length not
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Figure 19. Typical geometry for on-centerline and off-centerline net engagements.
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Right wing
enveloped by net
Figure 25.
t" Vehicle completely off
L-87-03012
Vehicle tracked to right side of runway during runway off-centerline engagements.
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Figure 33. Top horizontal bundle for net 4 generally came to rest oll third cargo bay door area.
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Appendix
1/8-Scale Tests of Shuttle Orbiter
Arrestment System
Introduction
Before the orbiter arrestment system tests were
conducted by NASA Langley with a 1/27.5-scale
model, All American Engineering Company (now En-
gineered Systems, a Division of Daytron, Inc.), the
contractor for the Shuttle net arresting system, be-
lieved that a full- or large-scale test program was nec-
essary to assure a successful orbiter arrestment and
develop confidence in the arrestment system. Be-
cause a full-scale vehicle was prohibitively expensive,
a 1/8-scale model was considered sufficiently large
enough to accomplish the objectives. The test pro-
gram presented in this appendix was conducted by
All American Engineering Company (AAE) under
NASA contract NAS9-17774 for Johnson Space Cen-
ter. Some details of the test program are not in-
cluded in this appendix; however, the information
considered essential to understanding the results are
presented.
The purpose of the 1/8-scale model tests was
to determine the characteristics of various condi-
tions such as on-centerline, off-ccntcrline, maximum-
speed, and low-speed net engagements. Of primary
concern during these tests was the verification of
complete and proper penetration of the net assem-
bly by the orbiter and the proper envelopment of
both wings under all conditions of engagement. Un-
less otherwise indicated, the values in this appendix
are presented in 1/8 scale. If full-scale values are
presented, they are labeled as such.
Apparatus
Figure A1 is a photograph of the 1/8-scale model
on the launch apparatus, and table AI presents the
Froude scale relationships for the model. Because the
1/8-scale model was built to Froude scale relation-
ships, modifying the relationships as was done for
the 1/27.5-scale model was not necessary. Pertinent
parameters of the 1/8-scale model, the full-scale val-
ues, and the orbiter values are presented in table AII.
Although no geometric dimensions of the model are
presented in this appendix, the overall model body
and gear geometry were presumably scaled correctly
from NASA drawings of the orbiter. The tires on
the landing gear for the 1/8-scale model were com-
posed of solid rubber and were cut to the proper
cross-sectional profile. The landing gear struts were
stronger than the orbiter gear and are thus referred
to as overstrength. No attempt was made to deter-
mine whether the gear would fail during these tests,
but arresting system forces, some of which were ap-
plied to the landing gear, were measured. The nose
gear for the 1/8-scale model was fixed (not free to
castor). The full-size yaw moment of inertia of the
model was close to that of the orbiter, but the roll
moment of inertia was greater than that of the or-
biter. (See table AII.) For arrestment system tests,
the yaw moment of inertia was considered to be of
primary importance and the roll moment of inertia
secondary.
The launch apparatus, shown partially in fig-
ure A1, was a pneumatic-powered launcher designed
for launching remotely piloted vehiclcs. The orbiter
model wheels ran on tracks above the launcher that
were at the same elevation as the concrete floor that
served as the runway.
The arrestment system consisted of a net used to
capture the vehicle, net supports, tearaway straps to
hold the net up until the wing was fully enveloped
by the net, brcakaways to release the net from its
supports, and energy absorbers to bring the vehicle
to a stop. The net was a 36-element net and it is
shown in figures A2 to A4. Each element consisted of
several vertical members attached to upper and lower
horizontal members. Groups of individual elements
were bundled together to form one net assembly of
36 elements. For the 1/8-scale test, the vertical
and horizontal members were made of nylon thread
with a breaking strength of 17.5 lb. The vertical
members were tied to the horizontal members, and
the actual breaking strength at the tie point was
_12.0 lb. The 1/8-scale net includcd 324 of the
439 vertical members planned for the full-scale net on
a 200-ft-wide runway. The omitted vertical members
were in an area of the net to the right of thc center
where vertical members were not contacted by the
vehicle during on-centerline and off-centcrline (left-
side) engagements. Some of the vertical net members
were omitted to reduce net fabrication costs. Two
lengths of nylon rope weighing 2.33 lb/100 ft were
used to ballast the upper and lower horizontal net
bundles to achieve a net mass of 4.0 lb. These
nylon ropes, which arc shown in figures A3 and A4,
helped to obtain the proper net inertia. The ropes
were tied to the upper and lower horizontal bundles
with wraps of copper wire (not twisted) in a manner
which prevented the rope from carrying tensile load.
Pertinent parameters of the arrestment system are
shown in table AIII.
Figures A5 and A6 show the net and the sus-
pension system. Some of the net suspension system
is also shown in figures A3, A4, and A7. The net
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wassupportedprimarilybya Kevlarsuspensionline
(breakingstrength180.0lb) that wasattachedto a
tearawaystraponbothsidesof therunway,thetear-
awaystrapin turn wasattachedto a net-tensioning
linecordconnectedto thenetsupport.Thetearaway
strapwasdesignedto tear for its full length.While
tearing,thestrapmaintainsaforceof 15.5lb to hold
the net upwhileat the sametime allowingthe ar-
restingtapeto unwind.Thenet-tensioninglinehad
a breakingstrengthof 95.0lb. Net tiesof varying
lengths,shownin figureA4, wereusedto holdthe
upperhorizontalbundleto the net suspensionline.
An innersuspensionlineon eachsidewasusedto
securethenet laterallyandthuspreventmovement
alongthemainsuspensionline.Theinnersuspension
lineshada breakingstrengthof0.5lb. An auxiliary
suspensionline,shownin figureA4wasusedoneach
sideto maintaintensionontheupperhorizontalbun-
dletoholdthenetupwhilethetearawaywastearing
to assuretheupperhorizontalbundleremainedover
the top of the vehiclewing. Theauxiliarysuspen-
sionlinehada breakingstrengthof 95.0lb. Break-
awayoccurredwhenthetearawayreachedtheendof
its tearstrokeandbrokeandthusseparatedthenet
completelyfromthenetsupportstanchion.
Thelowerhorizontalbundle,shownin figuresA4
and A6, wasattachedto a lowerbundletearaway
strapthat wasanchoredto the runway.Thisstrap
wasdesignedto put a controlledtensionon the
lowerhorizontalbundleandthuscauseit to lift and
catchthe main landinggearstrut abovethe tires
to minimizetanglingof the net in the main gear
wheelassembly.The force to tear the lower bundle
tearaway was the same 15.5 lb as that of the upper
tearaway strap.
The lower horizontal bundle was held to the run-
way by loops of commercial polyester thread attached
to ground anchor straps, which in turn were attached
to ground anchors. (See fig, A3.) The ground an-
chors were _1.2 ft apart. The ground anchor system,
in addition to keeping the net in place when it was
windy, also held the net down until the model nose
and nose gear passed over the lower horizontal bun-
dle; thus, the anchor system prevented the nose gear
from catching on the lower horizontal bundle. The
polyester thread for the 1/8-scale model had a break-
ing strength of 2.75 lb, which took the place of the
designed configuration of six ties with 0.5-1b breaking
strength each.
The main suspension line, net tensioning line, and
auxiliary suspension lines were designed not to fail.
However, failure of tile upper and lower tearaways,
the lower bundle net tie downs, the inner suspension
lines, and net vertical members were scale strength
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and were expected to fail at the correct load level
during an arrestment.
Figures A5 and A6 show the layout of the com-
plete arresting system. The net height (upper hori-
zontal bundle) above the runway was 38.75 in., and
the height of tile net support was 67.5 in. The
net support stanchions were 50.75 ft apart, and
the energy absorbers were _53 ft apart. A pair
of 14-in-diameter energy absorbers were used for
this test because they were available and designing
and building 6-in-diameter scale-strength energy ab-
sorbers was considered too costly. A typical force
(tape tension) time history produced by the energy
absorbers tests is shown in figure A8. The solid
line in the figure is from the model test at a 33.8-
knot engagement, and the dashed line is the full-scale
theoretical tape tension from a symmetrical center-
line engagement scaled to 1/8 scale for comparison.
The scaled engagement speed for the dashed curve is
35.4 knots. Overall, performance of the energy ab-
sorbers was not considered to be a primary concern
for these tests. The purpose of this program was to
verify proper envelopment of both wings under all
specified conditions of engagement. Essentially, all
actions that must occur to effect envelopment occur
before energy absorber rotation begins or becomes
significant. Differences between the actual and the-
oretical force time histories affect the run out dy-
namics to some degree; thus, both longitudinal and
lateral rollout distances are not exactly the same as
those for the fulI-size vehicle. The energy absorbers
were placed 25 ft upstream (fig. A6) from the net and
were connected by a tape leader to the upper and
lower horizontal bundles. Figure A9 is a photograph
of the 14-in. energy absorbers. During arrestment,
the tape unwinding rotates the tape spool which ro-
tates a paddle wheel and causes a churning action
of water in the water twister to dissipate energy.
Tape from the spool is fed through a tensiometer to
measure retardation forces during arrestment.
Vehicle speed at engagement with tile net was
measured from the time to trip a pair of infrared
light sources (fig. A3) until the time to trip sensors
located on the opposite side of the runway and in
front of the net. Longitudinal and lateral accelerom-
eters were mounted at the vehicle's center of gravity
to measure accelerations. Main gear wheel revolu-
tions were recorded in addition to tape tensions on
both sides of the net. The number of broken ver-
tical and horizontal net members was recorded for
each test. Figure A10 is a typical time history of
the data recorded during a test run. Some of the
data provided in table AIV came from this type of
oscillograph recording.
Results and Discussion
Table AIV presents the data for this discussion of
the 1/8-scale test. The tests consisted of 15 center-
line engagements, which included 10 runs with the
vehicle entering the net at an angle of 90 ° and 5 runs
with the vehicle entering the net at an angle of 85 ° .
Figure All shows the test layout for the vehicle en-
tering the net at an angle of 85 ° . The launcher was
not changed for 5 ° off-centerline angle net penetra-
tion. Instead, the net was skewed 5 °, which is illus-
trated in figure All by the skewed centerline. The
test speed ranged from 11 to 33 knots (31 to 93 knots
full scale). Eight engagements were made with the
model entering the net 5.44 ft (43.5 ft full scale) left
of the runway centerline. Two of these runs wcrc
with the net skewed 5° from perpendicular to the
runway centerline. Six engagements were made with
the model entering the net 10.88 ft (87 ft full scale)
left of the runway centerline; all were made with
the net perpendicular to the runway centerline. In
this appendix, all run numbers for on-centerline en-
gagements are numbered with the prefix 1 starting
with run A101. All net engagements made 5.44 ft
off-centerline are numbered with the prefix 2 start-
ing with run A201, and all net engagements made
10.88 ft off-centerline are numbered with the prefix 3
starting with run A301.
On-centerline engagements. The first three
engagements (runs A101 to A103) were accomplished
at 11 knots (31 knots full scale). Although the model
was successfully arrested in each case, the lower
horizontal bundle did not clear the main landing
gear wheels. The bundle became entangled with the
wheels and caused extensive damage to the net. (See
figs. A12 and A13.) Also several lower horizontal
straps caught on one of tile primary anchor clips
(fig. A14) and resulted in additional damage to the
net during run A102. This problem was eliminatcd
by covering the six outermost clips with plastic tape.
Following run A101, the initial attempt to resolve the
wheel entanglement problem of the main landing gear
was to reduce the strength of the primary anchor ties
from 11.00 Ib to 2.75 lb.
The second attempt to resolve this problem was to
tie and clip the lower bundle at closer intervals to pre-
vent the individual horizontal straps from spreading
apart immediately at the net engagement. Follow-
ing run A103, the lack of tension in the lower bundle
was determined to be the primary cause of the bun-
dle contacting the wheels. Figure A15 shows slack
in the lower bundle. Installation of tearaway straps
between the lower bundle and an auxiliary ground
anchor (figs. A4 and A16) was determined to be an
effective solution to this problem. Figure A16 shows
the lower bundle maintaining tension by means of the
tearaway strap, which in this photograph is shown
torn approximately one-half of its tear length. The
lower horizontal bundle is shown above the wheels on
ttle main gear struts with no entanglement around
the main gear wheels. No entanglement of the main
gear occurred in any of the subsequent tests with the
lower bundle tearaway.
Run A104 (the fourth engagement) was accom-
plished at 14.1 knots (40 knots full scale) with lower
bundle tearaway straps installed. Also during this
engagement, the auxiliary suspension lines were tied
to a length of 84 in., and tile tape leaders were short-
ened to 162 in. The arrestment was completely suc-
cessful with the lower horizontal bundle contacting
the main landing gear struts clear of the wheels. Two
vertical straps were broken by the nose landing gear,
which was verified by a study of the videotape, and
two upper horizontal straps were broken. Total wing
envelopment occurred in spite of vertical straps being
captured and broken by the nose landing gear. The
vehicle stopped 8 in. right of the runway centerline.
Run A105 was an engagement at 17.8 knots
(50 knots full scale). Run A105 and all subsequent
engagements were performed with lower bundle tear-
away straps installed and the auxiliary suspension
lines tied at 78 in. (+6 in.). In addition, the tape
leaders remained tied at 162 in. During this engage-
ment, the lower bundle contacted the drag brace of
the main landing gear at approximately the mid-
point, and the upper bundle spread uniformly over
the cargo bay doors. Two vertical straps were broken
by the nose landing gear, and one upper horizontal
member was broken. The Vehicle stopped 3 in. right
of the runway centerline.
Run A106 was an engagement at 24.2 knots
(68.5 knots full scale) with six vertical straps on each
side of the ccnterline tied back to allow the nose land-
ing gear to pass through the net without entangle-
ment. At the completion of the runout, the upper
bundle appeared to be less spread out over the cargo
bay door area than on previous runs. This differ-
ence may have been a result of the bundle tics be-
ing wrapped too tightly. No vertical or horizontal
straps were broken, and the bottom bundle again
contacted the main landing gear drag brace. The
vehicle stopped 9 in. left of the centerline.
Run A107 was accomplished at 10.9 knots
(30.8 knots full scale) with six vertical straps tied
back on each side of the centerline. This run was an
attempt to determine whether main landing gear en-
tanglement would occur with the lower bundle when
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verticalstrapentanglementof thenoselandinggear
wasnot a factor. The top bundleof the net did
notspreadoverthecargobaydoorareabecausethe
bundlewastied tootightly to the0.31-in.nylonbal-
last rope. Consequently, the dynamics of the upper
bundle ballast rope was more pronounced than for
previous runs. The lower horizontal bundle cleared
the main landing gear tires and contacted the struts
without hitting the drag braces. No straps were bro-
ken on this arrestment. The vehicle stopped 11 in.
left of the centerline.
Run A108 engaged the net at 33.8 knots
(95.6 knots full scale). On this engagement, the cen-
ter vertical straps were not tied back but were po-
sitioned to allow entanglement of the nose landing
gear. No straps were broken. Again, the ballast rope
was secured tightly to the upper bundle; this config-
uration made the dynamics very pronounced but re-
stricted spread over the payload bay door area. Dur-
ing this engagement, the nose landing gear bounced
_3 in. after contact with the lower bundle and bal-
last rope. The rubber on the right nose landing gear
separated from the wheel hub and departed the ve-
hicle model after the bounce. Other than the tire
problem with the nose landing gear, the arrestment
was uneventful, and the vehicle stopped 13 in. left of
the centerline.
Run A109 was another arrestment at 33.8 knots
(95.6 knots full scale). On this run, the vertical ele-
ments were angled slightly in an attempt to improve
the chances of catching vertical elements with the
nose landing gear. One vertical and one horizontal
strap were broken, and the break was evidenced on
the video by a momentary and localized dip down of
the top bundle at engagement. Again, on this run
the lower bundle appeared to contact only the main
landing gear strut and not contact the drag brace.
The nose landing gear bounced _2 in. and shed the
tire from the wheel hub again. However, the tire
moved toward the nose landing gear strut and re-
mained loose on the axle. The vehicle stopped 1 in.
right of the centerline.
Run All0 was a 5°-skewed engagement at
14.8 knots (41.9 knots full scale). Three vertical
straps and one horizontal strap were broken. Track-
ing of the vehicle was off to the right even before
contact with the net because of an inadvertent slight
steering offset in the nose landing gear, which proba-
bly occurred when the tire rubber was reattached to
the wheel hub. The vehicle stopped 10.6 ft right of
the launcher centerline, which was only 2.67 ft right
of the 5°-skewed centerline.
6O
Run Alll was a repeat of the previous run except
that the verticals were tied back to prevent the nose
landing gear from catching them. Engagement veloc-
ity was 15 knots (42.4 knots full scale). The vehicle
tracked on-centerline both before and after engage-
ment, and it stopped 3 in. right of the 5°-skewed
centerline.
Run All2 was an engagement at 25.2 knots
(71.3 knots full scale) also with a 5°-skewed net.
Tracking of the vehicle appeared to be on the
launcher ccnterline before the net, then a slight cor-
rection toward the 5°-skewed centerline. The vehicle
stopped 1.8 ft right of the launcher centerline (4.7 ft
left of 5°-skewed centerline). No straps were broken
on this run.
Runs All3 to All5 were on-centerline runs that
were conducted following the 5.44-ft and 10.88-ft
off-centerline runs. These on-centerline runs were
performed because of a change to the tape lengths,
which was made during the off-centerline tests. For
these engagements, the tapes were 15 ft longer than
for previous on-ccnterline runs.
Run All3 was a 25.2-knot (71.3 knots full scale)
engagement with the net positioned 90 ° to the
launcher centerline. All aspects of this arrestment
looked good. No straps wcrc broken and the vehicle
stopped 1.9 ft left of the centerlinc.
t=hm Al14 was an engagement at 11.3 knots
(32 knots full scale) with a 5°-skewed net. No straps
were broken on this run. The vehicle stopped 2.12 ft
left of the launcher centerline (7.6 ft left of the
5°-skewed centerline).
Run Al15 was an engagement at 33.8 knots
(95.6 knots full scale) with a 5°-skewed net. On
this run, no straps were broken and the arrestment
looked good. A tracking correction from the launcher
centerline toward the 5°-skewed centerline was pro-
nounced after the vehicle engaged the net. (See
fig. A17.) A sketch showing the relationship between
the launcher centerline and the skewed centerline is
shown in figure A11. The vehicle stopped 4.4 ft right
of the launcher centerline (3.7 ft left of the 5°-skewed
centerline).
Off-center!ine engagements. Run A201 was
the first 5.44-ft off-centerline engagement, with an
engaging speed of 12 knots (33.9 knots full scale). On
this run, the vehicle appeared to track left from the
time of launcher release until the end of the runout.
However, when the vehicle was manually pushed on
the runway centerline, the nose landing gear tracked
appropriately. The vehicle stopped 2.2 ft left of the
launcher centerline. No straps were broken on this
engagement.
Run A202 wasan engagementat 19.7knots
(55.7knotsfull scale). Like run A201,the arrest-
ment lookedgoodexceptfor the tendencyfor the
vehicleto veerleft immediatelyafterleavingtheend
ofthe launcher.Thevehiclestopped4.8ft left ofthe
launchercenterline.Noverticalor horizontalstraps
werebroken.Furtherinvestigationinto thetracking
problemrevealedaslightleftbowin thenoselanding
gearrailsofthelauncher.Thelauncherwasrealigned
beforethenext run.
Run A203 wasan engagementat 12.2knots
(34.5knotsfull scale)with thenetsetto 90° fromthe
launchercenterline.The vehicleappearedto track
straightfrom the launcherto the net. Duringthe
runout, the vehicledriftedslightly to the left and
stopped10in. left of the launchercenterline.(See
fig. A18.) Onehorizontalstrapwasbrokenduring
thisengagement;this strapwascoincidentwith the
verticalstrapthat wasonthelaunchercenterline.
Run A204 engagedthe net at 19.4 knots
(54.9knots full scale). Verticalstrapsof the net
weregatherednearthe locationof thenoselanding
gearcontactpointto improvethechancesof catch-
ingverticalstraps.Thevehicletrackedstraightfrom
the launcherto thenet,thendriftedto the left and
stopped6.2ft left of the launchercenterline.Two
verticalstrapswerebrokenduringthis arrestment;
oneonthevehiclecenterline,theother2.5ft rightof
vehiclecenterline.
Run A205wasperformedwith a steeringvector
setin thenoselandinggear.Manualpushingof the
vehicleplacedit 5 in. rightofthe launchercenterline
whenthe noselandinggearreachedthe net lower
bundle,a distanceof _25ft. Engagementvelocity
was15.2knots(43knotsfull scale).Afterengage-
ment,thevehicledriftedslightlyrightbeforedrifting
left to stop1ft left of thelaunchercenterline.Thus,
evenwith asmallsteeringvectorto theright, theac-
tion of the arrestingsystemfor anoff-centerlinear-
restmentendedto pull thevehicleto the left (short)
sideof therunway.Thevehicleappearedto pull the
topbundledownwardon initial engagement,but no
strapswerebroken.Thelowerbundleappearedto
alsocomeup andridealongthebottomof thefuse-
lageuntil it contactedthe mainlandinggeardrag
brace.It thensliddownthe dragbraceandseated
againsthemainlandinggearstrut.
RunA206includedasteeringvectorfor thenose
landinggearof 1ft rightfromthelauncherto thenet.
Engagementvelocitywas24.6knots(69.6knotsfull
scale).The verticalstrapsweregatherednearthe
projectedlocationof the noselandinggearcontact
to enhancetheprobabilityof catchingverticalstraps
with the noselandinggear. After engagement,the
vehiclemovedto theright_13 in.beforedriftingleft
andcomingto rest6in. leftofthelaunchercenterline.
Nostrapswerecapturedby thenoselandinggear.
BeforerunA207,thearrestingtapeswerelength-
enedin an attempt to softenthe energyabsorber
dynamicloadsoccurringearlyin eacharrestment.
Lengtheningthe tapesincreasedthe tapestackdi-
ameteron the tapespool. This increasereduced
therotationalspeedof theenergyabsorberandthus
reducedthe arrestmentforcesearly in the runout.
RunsA207and A208wereconductedwith tapes
that were20 ft longerthan they werefor previous
engagements.
Run A207 wasan engagementat 15.2knots
(43knotsfull scale)without a steeringvector;this
run wasperformedfor comparisonwith run A205.
Nostrapswerebrokenon thisrun,althoughthetop
bundledid movedownwardoninitial engagementas
thoughoneormorestrapsweremomentarilycaught.
Thevehicledriftedleftafterengagementandstopped
2.4ft left of the launchercenterline.
RunA208duplicatedrunA206withoutthesteer-
ing vectorbut with arrestingtapesthat were20 ft
longer. The engagementvelocitywas25.2knots
(71.3knotsfull scale).Thevehicleappearedto drift
in. left of the launchercenterlineby the timeit
reachedthenet. Followingtheengagement,theve-
hiclecontinuedto drift left andstopped7.8ft left of
the launchercenterline.Thenosegearandthe left
maingearwereofftheedgeoftherunway.Oneverti-
calstrapwascaughtandbrokenbythenoselanding
gear.Thelowerbundleappearedto contacthemain
landinggeardragbracenearthe lowerendandslid
downto thestrut.
RunsA301 to A306 wereperformedwith the
arrestingtapes5 ft shorter than they were for
runsA207andA208.Thetapeswereshortenedbe-
causethe effectivetapedrumradiusexceededthe
radiusofthetapedrumflanges.Fortheseremaining
runs,the tapeswere15ft longerthan the original
length.In anattemptto softentheenergyabsorber
dynamicloads,the nylon cord tape leaderswere
changedfromfourstrandsof115lb breakingstrength
to twostrandsof 225lb breakingstrength.Thisma-
terialexhibitedsomewhatgreaterstretchcharacter-
isticsthanthe 115lb material.
Run A301,thefirst 10.9-ftoff-centerlinengage-
ment,wasat 12.2knots(34.5knotsfull scale).The
vehiclewasset for no steeringvector. The envel-
opmentof the wingwasgood,evenfor the right
(long) side. No strapswerebrokenduring this
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arrestment.The vehiclestopped4 in. left of the
launchercenterline.
RunA302,againwithouta steeringvector,en-
gagedat 14.8knots(41.9knots full scale). Wing
envelopmentwasgood,andnoverticalstrapswere
caughtby thenoselandinggearin spiteof a pos-
itive attempt. The vehicledrifted to the left after
engagementandstopped2.8ft left of the launcher
centerline.At theendof the run, thenoselanding
gearwas1.1ft left oftherunwayedge,andtheright
mainlandinggearwas1.8ft rightoftherunwayedge.
Run A303 wasan engagementat 19.2knots
(54.3knotsfull scale)withouta steeringvector.No
problemoccurredwithwingenvelopmentandnonet
strapswerebroken.Thevehiclestopped8.6ft left
of the launchercenterlinewith thenoselandinggear
positioned6.92ft leftandtherightmainlandinggear
positioned3.8ft left of the runwayedge.Thesere-
sultsindicatethat for anengagementat theedgeof
therunway,thevehiclewill departtherunway.
RunA304,alsowithoutasteeringvector,engaged
thenetat 24.5knots(69.3knotsfull scale).All as-
pectsofthearrestmentweregoodexceptforthevehi-
cletrackingafterengagement.Oneupperhorizontal
strapwasbroken,coincidentwitha verticalstrapon
thecenterlineof thevehicle.Thenoselandinggear
cameto rest 12.1ft left of the launchercenterline,
whichwas10.5ft off the runway.The right main
gearwas8.4ft left of the launchercenterline,which
was6.8ft off therunway.
RunA305hada 12.5-in.steeringvector(displace-
ment)at the net, whichplacedthe model12.5in.
to the right of the launchercenterlineafter push-
ing it 25 ft. Engagementvelocitywas24.6knots(69.6knotsfull scale).Threeadjacentverticalstraps
werebrokenon thisarrestmentat 12in. rightof thc
launchercenterline.The vehiclestoppedwith the
noselandinggearpositioned6.2ft left of launcher
centerlineandtherightmainlandinggearpositioned
3.1ft left of the launchercenterline.
Run A306engagedat 33knots(93.3knotsfull
scale)with a 12.5-in.right steeringvectorapplied.
Onthisrun,atotalof 12verticalstrapswerebroken.
(Seefig. A19.) The vehiclestoppedwith the nose
landinggearpositioned11.2ft IeRof the launcher
centerlineandtherightmainlandinggearpositioned
7.8ft left of thelaunchercenterline.
The12strapsbrokenonthisrunwerenotcaught
in thenoselandinggear(i.e.,noevidencewasseen
in the video). All AmericanEngineeringCompany
concludedthat thesestrapswereon thelongsideof
theoff-centerlinenetandthat theyresistedtheloads
imposedby theshortsideof the net andarresting
gearastheloadscameonwellbeforethelongside
arrestingsystem.Thesestraps,numberingonly 12,
wereunableto resisttheforcesof theshortsideof
thenetuntil theremainderof thelongsideofthenet
wastensionedall thewayto theenergyabsorber.
RunsA303to A306werelaunched10.9in. left
of therunwaycenterline.Fortheseruns,the model
cameto astopcompletelyofftheedgeof therunway
in spiteof the fact that runsA305andA306had
a fixedsteerangleto try to makethemgo toward
the runwaycenterline.This resulttendsto confirm
the similar vehiclebehaviorthat occurredon the
1/27.5-scaletestreportedin themainbody of this
paper.
Conclusions
1. The net enveloped the wing properly for all
1/8-scale model tests and brought the vehicle to a
stop. This ability was attributed primarily to the
upper horizontal bundle tearaways, net supports,
and upstream location of the water twister energy
absorbers.
2. The problem of net entanglement around the
main landing gear wheels was solved primarily by
installing lower horizontal bundle tearaways sim-
ilar to the upper bundle tearaways. No entangle-
ment occurred on any arrestment after the lower
bundle tearaways were installed.
3. The number of vertical straps broken by the nose
landing gear on a given arrestment never exceeded
three. This number was determined to not cause
failure of the nose landing gear.
4. For run A306, 12 vertical straps were broken not
by the nose landing gear but by the asymmetrical
loading of this off-centerline engagement at high
speed.
5. For five of the six runs when net engagement
occurred with the model at the runway edge,
the model ran off the side of the runway during
arrested rollout. Thus, it appears advisable to try
to engage the net in the center portion.
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TableAI. ScalingFactorsfor 1/8-ScaleModel
[_= 1/81
Definition
Length
Acceleration
Mass
Area
Volume
Force
Weight
Velocity
Time
Inertia
Symbol
L
a
m
A
V
F
w
v
t
I
Scaling factor
AL
la
A3m
,_2A
)_3V
A3F
)_3w
,_5I
Table AII. Pertinent Parameters for Model Scale, Full Scale, and Orbiter
1/8-scale Full-scale Orbiter
Parameter value value value
15.8 8 074Mass, slugs .................
Mass, Ibm .................
Center of gravity:
Height, in. (from runway) .........
Distance from nose, in ...........
Moment of inertia:
Yaw, slugs-ft 2 ..............
Roll, slugs-ft 2 ..............
509.1
24.5
107.0
262.5
57.3
8 096
260 682
196
856
8 602 000
1 879 000
260000
197
850
8617000
1055000
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TableAIII. ArrestingSystemParametersfor ModelScale,FullScale,andOrbiter
1/8-scale Full-scale Orbiter
Parameter value value value
423.7
Netconfiguration:
Length,in................
Windowsize:
Height,ft ...............
Width, ft ...............
52.96
4.10
1.89to 3.35
423.66
32.83
15.13to 26.77
Heightof topbundle,ft ..........
Bottombundleoffset,ft ..........
Breakstrengthof netelementmembers:
Verticals,lb ..............
Tophorizontals,lb ...........
Bottomhorizontals,lb ..........
Toptearawaystrap,lb ..........
Bottomtearawaystrap,lb ........
Kevlarsuspensionline,lb ........
Innersuspensionline,lb .........
Auxiliarysuspensionline,lb .......
Bottombundletiedown,lb ........
Topbundletiesto catenary,lb ......
Weightof netwithoutinertiacords,lb ....
Weightof netwith inertiacords,lb .....
Suspendednetweight,lb ..........
Energyabsorbers:
Rotordragcoefficient...........
Inertiaof rotatingparts ..........
Tapelength,ft ..............
Tapethickness,in.............
Tapewidth,in..............
Tapestrength,lb .............
Tapeweight,lb/ft .............
3.23
0.88
12
12
12
15.5
15.5
180
1
190
0.5(21ea)
1
1.44
4
2.28
0.0005
0.13
78
0.312
1.75
26000
0.156
25.83
7.00
6144
6144
6144
7936
7936
92160
512
97280
256(21ea)
512
74O
2048
1167
16.4
4260
624
2.496
14
13312000
79.9
32.8
15.14to 26.78
25.80
7.00
6000
6000
6000
8000
8000
22900
200
20000
100(24ea)
2OO
2250
1075
0.33
5O
73O
0.225
8.5
210000
1.4
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Figure A3. Side view of 1/8-scale model arresting net.
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FigureA17. 5°-skewednet,modeltrackedtoward5°-skewedcenterlineduringrunAll5.
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L-93-64
Figure A18. Engagcmcnt 5.44 ft off of runway centcrline for run A203. Model moved slightly toward edge of
runway.
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L-93-65
Figure A19. Net engagement was 10.88 ft off of runway eenterline; vehicle ran off runway edge for run A306
(twelve broken straps).
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